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Members Tracking and Placing Missionary Flyer In Every Home
GOAL: is to obtain a return appointment, to answer questions
from the flyer and give them a FREE BOOK - Ward fast - pray and be led by the
Holy Ghost

Member - Flyer or Book of Mormon dialogue (Suggestions)
Make FRIENDS, comment about something you see, Praise them.
That is a nice sweater, your boat looks nice, are those your snow skis, etc. Look
around and decide what to say, before you approach them. Etc.
1 - Hello, we are calling by today from the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, to give you a FREE FLYER about Jesus!
2 – Do you like to read?
3 - Could we leave this FREE FLYER that has 17 points of Jesus Christ’s true
church, the flyer has scriptures from the bible to describe each point?
4 - Would you read the flyer and the scriptures?
If yes. (Hand them the flyer)
5 – We would like to come back and answer questions on the scriptures from
the flyer, plus at that time bring you a FREE SCRIPTURAL BOOK. Could we do
that?
If Yes –
Get them to write their name, address and phone number on a piece of paper or
something they will recognize. Have the pieces of paper with you.
Thank them and tell them you will get the FREE SCRIPTURAL BOOK to them.

Then get a Book of Mormon, write your testimony in it and give it to the
missionaries that are in their area.
When the missionaries knock on the door, they say, (if the members can go with
them, it is best.)
"Mr. Johnson asked us if we would deliver come by and answer any questions
about the free flyer about Jesus Christ’s true church. Also, to bring by a FREE
SCRIPTURAL BOOK to you"
You show them where they wrote their name and address.
When you get in you say (after a brief description of the flyer) “Mr Johnson also
included a free Book of Mormon – short discussion.
Studies by the church have shown that about 95% of the people who have given
you their name and address on that piece of paper will let the missionaries in.

Things for a ward, stake to keep track of. A sheet for each person handing out
the flyer.
Addresses where people answered. Addresses of homes with no one there. To
go back later. Address and sheets where flyers given out. How many return
appointments accepted.
Pictures of people passing out (a book made). ETC
Suggested activities. It may take one or two Saturdays to pass out the flyer for
every home. Members who have been on missions might be called to be
involved in return visits if too many accept.
9 AM Meet at church – training assignments. 10 AM pass out 2 – 4 hours, meet
back at church at designated time. TESTIMONY MEETING. Lunch. Activity
(softball game, all go bowling, etc.)

(See what the 2 flyers look like below)
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This is what the 17 Points flyer looks like:

Go back to the 42 evidences brochure to print it

This is what the 42 Evidences Brochure looks like
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